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IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 

HELD AT BRAAMFONTEIN

CC Case No: CCT 137/19

LAC Case No: CA05/2018 

LC (CT) Case No: C276 / 2017
In the matter between:

MEC FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,

WESTERN CAPE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT Appellant

and

PROF. A.R. COETZEE

& 49 OTHERS First to Fiftieth Respondents 

Fifty First Respondent 
UNIVERSITY OF STELLENBOSCH Fifty Second Respondent 

NATIONAL MINISTER OF HEALTH Fifty Third Respondent

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN

MINISTER OF PUBLIC SERVICE 

AND ADMINISTRATION 

COMMISSION FOR CONCILIATION, 

MEDIATION & ARBITRATION

Fifty Fourth Respondent

Fifty Fifth Respondent 
COMMISSIONER D IK WILSON NO Fifty Sixth Respondent

FIRST TO FIFTIETH RESPONDENTS’ PRACTICE NOTE
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The names of the parties and the case number are as set out1.

above.

2. The details of counsel for the parties and their attorneys are as

follows :

2.1 Counsel for the Applicant: Adv A C Oosthuizen (SC), 

Adv B Joseph (SC) and Adv N Gallant, instructed by 

C Bailey of the State Attorney.

2.2 Counsel for the First to Fiftieth Respondent is Adv

R G L Stelzner (SC), instructed by G P van der Merwe,

AAbarder and T M Nwedamutsu of MacRobert

Attorneys.

3. Nature of the proceedings:

3.1 This is an appeal by the Western Cape Provincial Health

Department (the Appellant) against the decision of the

Labour Appeal Court (LAC) not to uphold the

Appellant’s earlier appeal against the decision of the

Labour Court not to review and set aside the

determinations of the Commission for Conciliation

Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA).

3.2 This Honourable Court is in essence required to 

reconsider the merits of the review application, as was

required of the LAC, one based on an alleged error of
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law, an error which was not made, and had it been made,

was not material and in any event was not an issue to be

decided by the Commissioner, namely the constitutional

validity of the Agreement insofar as it applied to the

Respondents.

The Commissioner determined the issue before him, i.e3.3

the Respondents’ entitlement to payment of a scarce

skills allowance by the Appellant in terms of a collective

agreement concluded in the Public Health and Welfare

Sectoral Bargaining Council (“the Bargaining Council”),

both as a demarcation matter and as an interpretation of

a collective agreement matter.

. 3.4 The Commissioner found in Respondents’ favour on

both legs.

The Appellant contends before this Honourable Court3.5

that the Commissioner committed an error of law in not

finding that the collective agreement was invalid (insofar

as it may have applied to the Respondents) and therefore

could not have applied to the Respondents.

3.6 The Appellant does not attack the finding of the CCMA

on the demarcation leg.
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4. Respondents’ argument, clearly and succinctly stated, is as

follows:

4.1 The issues before the CCMA were:

4.1.1 whether the Respondents were the intended

beneficiaries under the Agreement,

4.1.2 whether they were in terms of the Agreement

itself properly interpreted entitled to the

allowances provided for therein,

4.1,3 whether as a matter of demarcation that should not

in any event have benefitted from the Agreement; 

By seeking to challenge the validity of the collective 

agreement, insofar as it applies to the Respondents, the

4.2

Appellant seeks to argue before this Honourable Court a

different case to the one which served before the

Commissioner.

4.3 The constitutional validity of the Agreement (based 

the Bargaining Council’s registered scope as per its 

constitution and the Respondents’ status as public 

servants in the sense of occupying posts on the “fixed

on

‘ establishmenf as envisaged by inter alia the Public

Service Act) was not in issue before the Commissioner.
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4.4 If the Appellant’s case was one of constitutional

invalidity or some breach of its rights under the

Constitution this should have been raised as a special

defence on the pleadings in the Labour Court already. 

That would have required the Appellant to discharge the

onus of proving inter alia that the posts occupied by the

Respondents at the provincial training hospitals

(controlled by the Appellant) were not on “the fixed

establishment”.

4.5 The evidence in any event revealed that:

! 4.5.1 the Department was a (joint) employer of the

Respondents (originally the main point of

contention),

they occupied the posts of Principal and Chief4.5.2

Specialists,

the express wording of the Agreement4.5.3

provided- for payment of the allowances to

them by virtue of their occupying these posts ,

this was confirmed in annexure SOC5 to the4.5.4

statement of claim,
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4.5.5 the allowances were as a matter of fact

intended by the parties to the Agreement to

also be for the benefit of the Respondents .. I

4.6 The Commissioner committed no error of law, let alone

a material one, in determining the issues before him,

whether as a demarcation matter or in interpreting the

Agreement.

4.7 If the Appellant is permitted to raise its new argument

the Respondents contend further :

4.7.1 The tertiary training hospitals at which the

Respondents rendered their services are quite

clearly public health care facilities under the

control of the Appellant;

4.7.2 The Respondents were all employed by the

Appellant as heads of the various departments

in these hospitals in order to inter alia render

clinical health services to members of the

public on behalf of the Appellant;

^ Appeal record vol 1 p 135, 138; vol 2 p 139; vol 3 p 321 : 20-24, p 322, 
324-326.
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4.7.3 As the portions of the record identified

hereinbelow show there was in any event

sufficient evidence before the Commissioner

to justify his determination that the

Respondents met the requirements of the

Agreement, not only to the extent that the

Agreement itself required them to be employed

in the Public Health Sector as described in the

Agreement, but also to the extent that it was

required to show that the Respondents fell

within the registered scope of the Bargaining ^

Council and under any broader definition of

public servant with reference to occupying

posts on “the fixed establishment” of the public

service.

5. The portions of the record that, in the opinion of counsel for the

Respondents, are particularly important for determination what

the issues on the pleadings (and the formal admissions made in

various minutes during the course of the original litigation in the

Labour Court, in respect of these issues) are:
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5.1 The legal issues identified in paragraphs 100 - 106 of 

Applicants’ Statement of Claim ^

5.2 The collective agreement, annexure “SOC4” to the 

Statement of Claim (“the Scarce Skills Agreement”) 

read with the joint staffing agreements concluded 

between UCT and/or Stellenbosch University and the

Appellant (Annexures “SOCl” - “SOC3”, and the UCT

version of “SOCl” ^

5.3 The facts which were subsequently agreed to in the 

Labour Court proceedings namely that:

The Scarce Skills Allowance agreement 

signed on 28 January 2004 and was put into 

operation with retrospective effect fi*om 1 July

5.3.1 was

2003.

5.3.2 The following were material terms of the

agreement which terms were express. ■

An allowance - would be payable to5.3.3

occupational groups designated as Scarce

Skills.

^ Appeal record vol 1 p 45 - 47.
^ Appeal record vol 1 p 50; vol 10 p 1555 - 1593.
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5.3.4 A non-pensionable scarce skills allowance to

the value of 15% (fifteen percent) of the

relevant annual salary notch would be payable

to personnel in the occupational group of

Medical and Dental Specialist (Registered

Health Professionals).

5.3.5 The allowance would be based only on the

basic salary and would be payable with the

monthly salary and would not be taken into

consideration when calculating benefits.

5.3.6 The implementation date of the agreement was

1 July 2003.

5.3.7 On 18 February 2011 the PHSDSBC (the

to the Bargaining Council)successor

concluded a new collective occupational

specific dispensation agreement (“the OSD

Agreement”) which provides for , the ^

incorporation of the Scarce Skills Allowance

into the salary structure of all medical

professionals in terms of their respective

occupational specific dispensations (OSD).
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5.3,8 This PHSDSBC Resolution 1 of 2011 repealed

PHWSBC Resolution 1 of 2004 with effect

from 1 July 2010.

5.3.9 It was also agreed between the parties that the

Respondents occupied the occupational groups

designated as “Scarce Skills” in terms of the

agreement for the duration of the agreements.

5.3.10 The Appellant informed the Respondents on 6

April 2006 that in its view the Agreement did

not apply to the Respondents since they were

appointed on the universities’ conditions of

service and although they formed part of the

joint “diensstaat” of the universities and the

Department, they were not appointed in terms

of the Public Service Act and therefore did not

resort under the PH&WSBC. A copy of the

letter was annexed to the parties’ minute 

marked " Y" and is found in the appeal record

supplementary bundle at p 561.

Underlining added. Given in particular the underlined admission the 
Department cannot now, in this appeal, rely on an argument in terms of which 
it seeks to disavow that which was previously admitted or seek to argue that
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5.3.11 The Appellant further agreed that it was not

required of all the Respondents to give

evidence of the work done by them at the

various training / academic hospitals and that

the evidence of Professors James and Coetzee

would be representative of the positions and

type of work done by the remaining

Applicants.

5.4 Appeal record vol 11 p 1633 annexure SOC5 to the

Statement of Case, in terms of which the Department of

Health (the national department) informed inter alia the

Provincial Departments (including Appellant) on 11 

February 2004 that the scarce skills allowance provided

for in Agreement 1 of 2004 of the Public Health &

Welfare Sector Bargaining Council included tc.senior

professionals on salary bands (a) and (b) (Principal and 

Chief Specialists) who are managing the function of the

specialities ^ It is further confirmed therein that “the

because no evidence was presented in respect of issues which were never in 
issue, the CCMA Commissioner committed a reviewable irregularity.
^ This is a direct reference to the respondents as revealed by ^e evidence of 
inter alia Prof James and Prof White.
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above interpretation was cleared with the office of the 

Chief Negotiator”. ^

5.5 The particulars of claim which deal with annexure S0C5

are at vol 1 p 40 para 81 ;

5.6 At vol 1 p 110 para 13 of the Department’s plea, the

Department simply denies that it is “a health employer 

within the meaning of the aforesaid collective

agreement”. The remaining allegations in the

particulars of claim with reference to SOC5 are met with

a bare denial.

There is no special plea that even if this were so, the5.7

Bargaining Council lacked jurisdiction or the power to 

conclude such an agreement because the respondents

were not “public servants” according to the Department.

5.8 The Department’s case as pleaded was that the

Respondents were not employees of the department, they 

were employees of the University, and on that ground 

not the intended beneficiaries / not to be included in any

application of the Agreement.

■ ^ Express confirmation of the evidence of Dr White that the agreement was 
negotiated and concluded also for the benefit of the respondents. .
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The further paragraphs of the Department’s plea in the5.9

Labour Court are also important for determining the

ambit of the enquiry, first before the Labour Court, and

then before the CCMA and now before this Honourable

Court:

Appeal record vol Ip 108 para 5, where the5.9.1

Department claims that the Universities were

the sole employers of the Respondents,

Appeal record vol 1 p 109 para 7, where the5.9.2

Department denies that any of the Respondents

were at any stage appointed or employed by the

provincial government Department of Health,

Appeal record vol 1 p 110 para 13, where the5.9.3

Department denies that it is vis-a-vis the

Respondents a health employer within the

meaning of the aforesaid collective agreement,

The special plea of non-joinder Appeal record5.9.4

vol 1 p 105 para 3 which simply required the

Department of Public Service Administration,

charged with the administration of any

agreement concluded in a public service

bargaining council, to be joined because the
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claim involves the interpretation and

implementation of a collective agreement

which was concluded in a public service

bargaining coimcil (not because the

constitutional validity of the Agreement itself

insofar as it applied and was intended to apply 

to the Respondents was being challenged).

5.9.5 In vol 1 p 105 para 3.3, it was pleaded that such

relief (i.e the interpretational relief) cannot be

granted without the joinder of the Honourable

Minister of the said Department of Public

Service Administration.

6. It is clear from the aforegoing that, on the pleadings, it was never 

in issue that “having regard to the provisions of sections 28, 35,

36 and 37 of the LRA and the registered scope of the PHWSBC

collective agreement 1 of 2004, promulgated in the PHWSBC,

‘the agreement (can) (n)ever be binding on employees who are

not in the public service’”.

^ It was also not pleaded that the Minister needed to be a party because 
the Department’s case was that insofar the agreement did seek to 
the Respondents it was ultra vires the Bargaining Council’s powers.

cover
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7. The portions of the record that, in the opinion of counsel for the

Respondents, are important for determining the ambit of the

review application and its merits are:

The relevant parts of the record reflecting the 

Commissioner’s award which forms the subject of this 

appeal and the preceding review and appeal and the relief 

the Respondents are seeking confirmation of by this

7.1

Honourable Court. These are to be found at

. 87.1.1 Application papers p 50 - 74 ;

7.1.2 Application papers in the review p 75 - 77, 

which set out inter alia the correct quantum of

each individual respondent’s claim (as to the 

capital portion); ^

7.1.3 Application papers in the review p 168 - 169,

in respect of the interest payable thereon. 10

^ Appeal record vol 10 p 1527 - 1551.
' Appeal record vol 10 p 1552 - 1554. Neither the quantum nor the interest 
award is the subject of this appeal. No reference is made to these issues in the 
heads of argument and there is no preceding notice of appeal identifying them 
as issues in the appeal.
10 Appeal record vol 11 p 1645 1646 (not part of original record filed 
timeously). The interest which was awarded to the respondents is not the 
subject of the appeal Should the present appeal fail, it follows that the award 
and determinations of the Commissioner stand and become enforceable 
immediately and in its entirety.
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7.1.4 The claimed grounds of review are to be found

essentially in paragraphs 58 - 77 of the

founding papers in the review before the

Labour Court. II

8. The portions of the record that, in the opinion of counsel for the 

Respondents, are particularly important to show that the 

Agreement was indeed negotiated and concluded for the benefit 

of the Respondents (and that this could be done) are :

8.1 The evidence of the General Secretary of the Bargaining 

Council, Mr Tekokoze Dlomo, at vol 2 p 207 - 228, in 

which Mr Dlomo inter alia confirms that there 

other unions represented on the Bargaining Council who 

had private sector members as well as public sector 

members, such as NEHAWU,

His evidence that an agreement which was signed would 

not cover members in the private sector of that union (if 

it was intended for the union’s public service members

were

8.2

only) vol 3 p 322 - 323

Application papers p 34 - 46; Appeal record vol 9 p 1511 - 1523.
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8.3 His evidence at vol 3 p 324 ; 18 - 325 : 7 where he

confirms that there was a working relationship between

DENOSA, SADNU and SAMA (the last one being the

association to which the Respondents belonged),

8.4 By virtue of that working agreement with SAMA and

SADNU, DENOSA had a vote weight of 25.74 % on the

Bargaining Council, which allowed it to have in total 5

representatives on the Bargaining Council,

8.5 The membership of SAMA was specifically reflected,

vol 3 p 325 : 4-5,

8.6 At vol 3 p 325 : 25 - 326:5 he confirmed that SAMA had

a representative at the Bargaining Council and that

together with DENOSA and as a result of their working 

relationship, they together would be a majority member 

representing (all) their members on the Bargaining

Council,

• -8.7 At vol 3 p 326 : 11 -14 he confirmed that DENOSA and

SAMA “to this day are both represented . at the 

Bargaining Council and participate “to this day” together 

in Bargaining Council negotiations on behalf of their

members.
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8.8 And further, that at the Bargaining Council DENOSA 

and SAMA (representatives) would be representing the 

various trade union members (vol 3 p 326 : 17),

8.9 At vol 3 p 326 : 19 and following he confirms that the

OSD which was negotiated and confirmed in terms of

resolution 3/2009 of that Bargaining Council 

OSD which applied to inter alia the Respondents (the 

OSD having been negotiated to succeed the Scarce Skills

was an

12Allowance),

8.10 At vol 3 p 327 : 15 he confirms that SAMA participated 

in those negotiations with DENOSA for the OSD too and 

then when DENOSA had signed the agreement as a party 

to the Council by virtue of the working relationship, it 

was doing so also on behalf of the SAMA members, vol

3 p 328 and following,

12 The Departmenf s argument in this appeal that the universities and the 
Department share the costs of remuneration under the OSD (as they did in 
respect of the respondents’ basic remuneration in terms of their Joint Staffing 
Agreement) does not detract from the fact that this dispensation from which 
the respondents now benefited equally with their colleagues at the university 
hospitals was negotiated in the Bargaining Council which succeeded the 
PH&WSBC. It was never the Department’s case that the universities 
liable for a portion of the scarce skills allowance (which would make 
sense, since, as with the Commuted Overtime Allowance which is paid as to 
100% by the Department to the respondents for their clinical work at the 
hospitals, the scarce skills allowance was also intended to attract and retain 
medical specialists such as the respondents in order for the Department (and 
the State and public generally) to benefit from their clinical services.

were
no
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8.11 At vol 3 p 330 : 3-7 he confirms that DENOSA was

representing SAMA in the negotiations which led to the

2004 Agreement in terms of which the scarce skills

allowance became payable,

8.12 This, together with for example the Commuted Overtime

Allowance, referred to in vol 3 p 331, was an example 

which Mr Dlomo was asked to confirm as being 

examples where people working in the provincial

government hospitals, whether on provincial

government conditions of service or on the university 

conditions of service, i.e. “joint members of staff”, part 

of the joint staff at the teaching hospitals, had benefits

concluded in the Bargaining Council on their behalf.

8.13 Although not prepared to confirm this, he conceded he

had no knowledge of the joint staffing arrangements at 

■ the universities, vol 3 p 332: 9 - 10 and did not suggest 

- that the Bargaining Council was not empowered to

facilitate the conclusion of such agreements or if such

agreements were concluded before it, they could not by

virtue of the Bargaining Council’s constitution or on

some other basis never have been made applicable to

public health sector employees such as the Respondents
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on the contrary, the thrust of his evidence was that

other allowances and benefits which were negotiated and

agreed to in that forum were indeed applicable to and

applied in the case of inter alia the Respondents,

8.14 At vol 3 p 333 : 7-20 he confirmed that the constitution

of the Bargaining Council defines the public health and

welfare sector as the State as employer and its employees

employed in the nine Departments of Health in the

provincial spheres of government. (There is no

requirement that they be employed ^ the State and ^

the State alone under the Public Service Act as “public

servants” on some general fixed establishment of the

public service at large nor that they be employed solely

on provincial or any other governmental conditions of

service).

8.15 He confirmed further at vol 3 p 333 : 17-20 that

employees employed |« the Provincial Health

Departments, i.e. the Provincial Government Health

Departments, fall within the scope of the PHSWBC (and

by necessary implication fell within the scope of the

PH&WSBC),
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8.16 At vol 3 p 334 : 3, when it was put to him that the

Respondents were employed in the public health sector,

he confirmed that '‘if it’s a State hospital, definitely that

institution is under the public sector”,

8.17 At vol 3 p 334 : 18 it was put to him that this case is

about the application of a collective agreement

concluded in 2004, which he confirmed,

8.18 At vol 3 p 336 : 11 - 337 : 12, Mr Dlomo confirmed

finally that he was the one who provided Prof Coetzee

with a copy of annexure SOC5 (incorrectly referred to as

SACS in the transcript).

8.19 Prof Denise White’s evidence is at record vol 4 p 340

358. It too is crucial and dispositive of the matter.

8.20 It includes her evidence that from 2003 to the end of

2008 she was vice chair of the South African Medical

Association (SAMA) at vol 4 p 341 : 8-12,

8.21 SAMA had a public sector committee, vol 4 p 341 ; 25

26, called the Public Sector Doctors Committee, vol 4 p

343 : 1,

8.22 One of the sub-committees of the Public Sector Doctors

Committee was the academic doctors, vol 4 p 343 : 4-5,
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8.23 It was called the Academic Doctors Association of South

Africa, ADASA,

8.24 Dr White sat on that committee too, vol 4 p 343 : 9-10,

8.25 She represented specifically the members of the joint 

staff of the University of Cape Town and representatives 

from all the faculties of health sciences throughout the

country represented other academic doctors who were on

‘joint appointments” (joint members of staff), vol 4 p

343 : 14-18,

8.26 This applied irrespective of whether they were on

university conditions of provincialservice' or

government conditions of service,

8.27 She confirmed that the majority of the doctors on that

committee would have been on a mixture of university

conditions and state conditions of service,

8.28 At vol 4 p 351 : 24-25 Prof White confirmed that the

working relationship between SAMA and DENOSA «

goes back to 1998,

8.29 Before that, SAMA had representation on the Bargaining 

Council as a stand alone association (vol 4 p 352 : 4-5),

8.30 At vol 4 p 353 : 5, she confirmed that the Academic

Doctors Association was in existence (a sub-committee
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of SAMA) and what applied to in the bargaining

chamber in terms of the public sector applied to that

grouping as well. It is not as if that grouping came (about

later). It was there from the beginning.

Atvol4p355 :15, with reference to the preamble ofthe8.31

working agreement with DENOSA at p 770 para 1.4, she

confirms that SAMA was a registered trade union

specialising in the membership of medical doctors in the

health sector and PSCBC,

The Respondents were therefore members of SAMA8.32

through ADASA and represented on the Public Sector

Doctors Association, which, in turn, then had a working

relationship with DENOSA, who then represented all

their members, both DENOSA and SAMA members.

when the Agreement was negotiated, agreed to and

concluded, vol 4 p 344, 347 - 348,

The same applied previously when a Commuted8.33

Overtime dispensation was negotiated for all doctors and

specialists at the Provincial Hospitals, including the

Respondents, vol 4 p 345 - 346,

8.34 That dispensation, in the words of Dr White, vol 4 p 346

: 20-25, covered all the Respondents who were on joint
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appointments, be they the Head of a Department, the

professor, those who were Principals and Seniors, all the

way down the line to the most junior level of doctor. It

was a dispensation intended to cover the clinical

component of their work irrespective of whether the

doctors in question were under university conditions of

service or government conditions of service (vol 4 p 347

: 1-3),

She represented the SAMA members in taking8.35

mandates from the membership across the company

because that was a nationally brokered dispensation ”,

vol 4 p 347 : 13-19,

8.36 This applied to SAMA members, whether on the

University conditions of employment or on the

Provincial Government conditions, vbl 4 p 347 : 20 - 22,

She stated (vol 4 p 347 : 22) that “When the scarce skills8.37

negotiations were opened, and the Committee for Public

Sector Doctors took control of that and by various

communications all the sub-committees fed into that

mandate ... including AD AS A .... especially AD AS A

And the product of those negotiations. is theyes.
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Agreement which fell for eventually the CCMA to

interpret (vol 4 p 348 : 5-6).

This important evidence, together with S0C5, is dispositive,of9.

the matter - the Scarce Skills Allowance was intended for the

Respondents by the very persons who negotiated it and the

Department’s own negotiators agreed to this.

Even if there was some error of law on the part of the10.

Commissioner in respect of some other piece of legislation

somewhere else in the public service, which is not conceded, and

given that the vires of the Council and its jurisdiction were not in

issue on the pleadings, on this basis alone the Commissioner was

correct in concluding that the agreement was intended to be for

the benefit of the Respondents.

He therefore committed no material error of law (even if the11.

Department was correct) since he could have arrived (and did in

fact arrive) at the same conclusion along an alternative route and

on an additional basis.

The portions of the record that, in the opinion of counsel for the12.

Respondents, are particularly important to show that there was

sufficient evidence before the Commissioner to prove that the

Respondents satisfied the requirements set by the Agreement, i.e.

that they be employed in the Public Health Sector as described in
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the Agreement itself (and insofar as it may have been necessary

that they occupied posts on the fixed establishment, even though

not in issue on the pleadings, and even though if it had been raised

as a special defence, the onus of proof (disproof) in this regard

would have been on the Department):

The description of the parties and the posts occupied by12.1

them with reference to SOC13,

The posts and the post structure on the establishment as12.2

occupied by inter alia Prof James and Prof Coetzee as

Heads of the Department at inter alia-wol lpl37:21-

24; vol 4 p 376 : 13-24, p 378 :1-13.

Professor James was head of the Department of12.3

Anaesthesia at Groote Schuur Hospital. He gave

evidence (which in terms of the parties’ agreement

would be representative of the position and role played

by all the Respondents within the various university

training hospitals):

He had a dual responsibility, including-aresponsibility12.4

to the Provincial Government in its teaching hospital for

13 And given the representative nature of this part of his evidence, where the 
Heads of Department, Principal and Chief Specialists were women, this 
would need to be read as “she” / “her” wherever the reference is to those of 
the female respondents occupying such post.
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the provision of anaesthetic services, vol 1 p 138 : 8-10

The staff establishment, according to Prof James, at vol12.5

2 p 139 ; 9-12, would start with the Chief Specialist as

Head of Department;

In his department he would have a Second Chief12.6

Specialist, who reported to him;

The Chief Specialist and Head of Department was Prof12.7

James;

Below him was a Second Chief Specialist and below him12.8

were 4 Principal Specialists, all of whom reported to Prof

James, vol 2 p 139 : 14-20, and who, it must be common

cause, since they were invariably appointed on

provincial contracts, did without any doubt occupy posts

14which were on the “fixed establishment” ;

If the more junior posts were on the fixed establishment, then the 
senior posts, those occupied by the Respondents must as a matter of 
sheer logic and practicality also have been on the fixed establishment. 
If not, on what basis could the more jimior members of staff have been 
required to comply with instructions of their seniors, the Respondents, 
other than that of a hierarchical authority structure, with the 
Respondents as the heads of the various hospital departments / 
disciplines at the apex of that structure in respect of the rendering of 
clinical services at the hospitals in question

.14
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Quite clearly, all these posts were on the fixed12.9

establishment of the provincial hospital, in Prof James’

case Groote Schuur;

This covered everyone from Prof James as Head of his12.10

Department through to the other Chief Specialists and

Principal Specialists below him through to those who

occupied other posts in the hospital and were employed

on Provincial Government conditions of service.

12.11 Most of those who reported to Dr James and Dr Coetzee

(who were representative of all the other Respondents)

were on Provincial Government conditions of service

with the ironic (if not absurd, and at the very least

unequal) result that some of them could earn more than

their superiors thanks to the discriminatory basis on

which the allowance was paid by the Department.

12.12 The following frirther evidence, which was presented in

order to meet the Department’s then case that it was not

an employer of the Respondents, also, proves, to the

extent that this was required, that the Respondents

occupy posts on the fixed establishment and in the public

service, more specifically in the Public Health Sector

under the ultimate control of the Department:
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12.12.1 Dr / Prof White had a number which was used

by the provincial government as his “persal” or

public service personnel numbering system

number allocated to him, vol 2 p 152 : 21-24.

12.12.2 His “rank^ is given as Chief Specialist

Department Anaesthesia at the institution,

Groote Schuur Hospital, in terms of a

Provincial Administration circular, which was

required to be read in conjimction with the

letter of appointment, vol 2 p 153 : 1-6, rank

being a public service term, the Provincial

Administration being the predecessor of the

Department.

12.12.3 The number which was used as his “persaf

number was also his UCT staff number but it

had been standard practice for all the years that

the same number was used on the government

documentation which applied to him, vol 2 p

153 : 14-17.

. 12.12.4 He understood that that number was used mter

alia to claim back from the Province amoimts
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of the money that Province would pay towards

their remuneration, vol 2 p 153 : 24 154 :2.

12.12.5 His appointment by the university was subject

to approval by the CPA, vol 2 p 155 : 3-5.

12.12.6 The advertisement that he responded to for his

appointment is dealt with at vol 2 p 155 : 13.

It is for the post of chair of anaesthetics

described as University of Cape Town / Cape

Provincial Administration Chair of

Anaesthetics. That was the post that was

advertised and as Head of the Department of

Anaesthetics he would be responsible for the

conduct of clinical anaesthetic service in the

teaehing hospitals.

12.12.7 He identified both his clinical and academic

responsibilities. He confirmed that he was

appointed in ^ terms of a joint agreement

between the University and the -Cape

Provincial Administration, vol 2 p .156 :1-9.

12.12.8 The Department of Anaesthetics became a

stand alone department within the Provincial

Hospital, vol 2 p 158 : 10.
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12.12.9 The post was furthermore described (vol 2 p

159 : 9-15) as having control ofthe anaesthetic

services in Groote Schuur, Red Cross War

Memorial Children’s Hospital, Peninsula

Maternity Hospital, Princess Alice

Orthopaedic Hospital and sections of the

Somerset Hospital and Mowbray Maternity

Hospital. These were all Provincial

Government hospitals.

12.12.10 Atvol2p 161 : 14-16 he makes it clear that he

had to provide the clinical services to the '

Provincial Administration He also had to

provide academic services and leadership to

the university and the two were virtually

indivisible in terms of doing the job.

12.12.11 He reported to the Chief Executive Officer of

the hospital, previously the Chief Medical

Superintendent in respect of the clinical work.

vol 2 p 161 : 24- 162: 5.

12.12.12 At vol 2 p 162 : 6-14 he refers to the joint

agreement which makes the point that in terms

of the joint agreement the University of Cape
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Town and the hospitals department of the Cape

Provincial Administration combine to provide

medical staffing for the teaching hospitals

through joint medical service under which all

medical staff are salaried.

12.12.13 These joint staffing agreements identify the

various posts on the fixed establishment of the

hospitals. See also vol 2 p 163 : 15-16 which

refers to, in turn, section 7 of the joint

agreement where the various categories of

posts are identified (vol 3 p 278).

An estimate of the duration of Respondents’ oral argument13.

two hours.

There are no authorities on which particular reliance will be14.

placed during oral argument. The matter was simply one of

interpreting SOC4 in the context of the above facts or one of

demarcation, in both respects the Commissioner having

comipitted no reviewable irregularity.

15. Respondents pray that the application for leave to appeal be

dismissed with costs alternatively if such leave is to be granted,

the appeal itself be dismissed with costs.
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